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Introduction

Welcome

Welcome to Eastern University’s Master’s in Data Science program!

In our data-driven and technological age, individuals with a robust understanding of data science are more valuable than ever. This program is designed for students with all levels of experience, equipping you for a wide variety of interesting and in-demand careers. It is our goal that you will gain specific, marketable skills in the top coding languages, along with critical knowledge in DS-standard programming, mathematics, statistics, data analysis, and machine learning.

Handbook Purpose

This handbook provides general information for students or prospective students in the Master’s in Data Science program. It includes important university and program policies along with some of the more frequently asked questions about the program. We ask that students familiarize themselves with the content in this handbook.

Program Overview

The Master’s of Science in Data Science is a 30 credit program (3 credit hours per course). Our self-paced format allows students to complete their coursework at a pace that works for you while making progress toward a master’s degree. Within each 7-week period, you can complete your coursework as quickly as you’d like. And while students can work at their own pace within the term, classes can only be taken during regularly scheduled terms even if a class is finished early.

In the program you will learn: Python, R, SQL, statistical theory, database design, visualization techniques and code including Tableau and Qlik, machine learning, ethical considerations of Data Science topics along with numerous 3rd party programming packages such as Numpy, Pandas, and Scikit-learn.

Eastern provides you with all of the resources needed to complete your education at your pace. The program ensures that graduates will have a broad range of skill sets that are needed to be competitive in the job market. Graduates will enter the workforce with the statistical theory, coding, database management, visualization, and machine learning background to be able to analyze and solve analytical problems in their industry.
Faculty & Staff Contacts

General Program Contact
datascience@eastern.edu

Dr. Greg Longo; Associate Professor Data Science, Program Coordinator
gregory.longo@eastern.edu

Dr. Michael Morabito; Assistant Professor of Computer Science
mmorabit@eastern.edu

Brandi Megonigal; Assistant Professor of Data Science
bhenry@eastern.edu

Javier Leon; Adjunct Faculty
javier.leon@eastern.edu

Charlie Lee; Adjunct Faculty
charlie.lee@eastern.edu

Amy Berrios; Academic Advising Manager
amy.berrios@eastern.edu

Jamie Andrews; Adjunct Faculty, Assistant Program Coordinator, Academic Quality Specialist
jamie.andrews@eastern.edu

Ashley Wiley; Program Assistant
ashley.wiley@eastern.edu

Other Important Campus Contacts

Registrar (course registration)
registrar@eastern.edu
  ● Please contact your academic advisor first concerning registration questions.
  ● You DO NOT need advisor approval to sign up for courses.
  ● Students can take a maximum of two classes per term.

Student Accounts (billing)
student.accounts@eastern.edu

Financial Aid
finaid@eastern.edu
Document Statements

The material in this handbook is accurate as of the last revision date to the extent of our knowledge. Please take the time to look through the official Graduate catalog for more detailed policies and procedures. Note that this handbook supersedes any information contained in the Graduate catalog. Eastern reserves the right to change its policies, regulations, courses of study, and schedule of fees without previous notice.

Admissions

Who is this degree for?

Our program is a fit for all types of learners. Learn to code from scratch, with any level of experience. If you’ve never coded before, or if you’re an expert, Eastern's self-paced design is perfect for whatever background you have.

When can I enroll?

Enrollment is ongoing and students can start in one of six terms: Fall1, Fall2, Spring 1, Spring 2, Summer 1, and Summer 2. View the current academic calendar for more information and the dates of each term.

Admissions Requirements

Visit our webpage for the most up-to-date admission requirements.

Tuition & Financing

Tuition & Fees

Total tuition & fees combined are $9,900 for 2021-22.

- Students are eligible to receive a 20% Alumni Discount if you earned an undergraduate degree from EU.

Financial Aid

Visit the Financial Aid Office’s web page for federal and state financial aid options that may be available to you, as well as military benefits.

There are also a limited number of Graduate Assistant positions available for exemplary students who not only demonstrate strong, documented excellence in course content, but also
show a commitment to assisting other students in a compassionate, patient, and respectful manner. In exchange for the commitment to GAing one course, the GA will receive a tuition waiver for one of their courses. GAs can only GA one course at a time.

**Academic Policies**

**Incompletes and Extension of Due Dates**

The only way to complete work after the end of term due date is through incompletes (https://www.eastern.edu/sites/default/files/inline-files/2020_grad.pdf, page 30-31). In order to qualify for an incomplete, students must have completed at least 50% of graded items in the course (exams, assignments, quizzes, etc.).

Incompletes (1) are for when a "student fails to complete course requirements because of extreme and unforeseen extenuating circumstances that may have affected academic performance", and (2) "must be approved by the professor teaching the course." Any request for additional time to complete assignments must satisfy the conditions set forth in the catalog (link above), and unless there are extenuating circumstances, must be approved by the instructor before the end of the term. Students should note that this is exceedingly rare, and truly require "extreme and unforeseen extenuating circumstances."

**Academic Dishonesty**

It is our expectation that the work you do as a part of Eastern University will demonstrate honest and ethical behavior. The primary rule to ensure academic integrity is that all submitted work must be your own.

To ensure academic integrity, you may not view another student’s work before you turn your work in, and you may not provide your work to someone who has not already submitted their assignment. Collaboration between students is only permitted if you are asking for clarification on a topic or assignment instruction. Collaboration on quizzes and exams is not permitted.

Do's and Don'ts include, but are not limited to:

**Do**

- Give credit to others for their work both for written assignments and coding assignments
- You are allowed to use a few lines of code from online sources only if you both give credit to the source and where it is not the solution to an assignment
- Assist other students with a topic or to help the other student to understand the instructions for an assignment
- Reach out to other students on the discussion board to ask a clarifying question (without showing your code)
- Reach out to your course Graduate Assistant or Instructor for clarification or assistance
• Ensure that you give yourself enough time to work on assignments. There is much more pressure to lookup answers if there is an upcoming deadline.
• Search sites such as Stackoverflow for help with specific error messages

Don’t
• Post solutions to assignments or exam questions online where others could search and view them
• Pass someone else’s written communication or code off as your own
• Show or make available to other students your code if they have not already submitted their assignment
• Work collaboratively on an assignment such as splitting up the work and combining it prior to submission -- The bottom line is that ALL work must be your own.
• View another student’s code or search online for the full solution before submitting your assignment
• Fabricate results, data, or statistics
• Share or discuss specific exam questions publicly or with other students (discussing with the course instructor and GA is of course appropriate)
• Submit work that you have used in a previous course or previously submitted to another university program (especially for your capstone project)

The student is responsible to become familiar with acceptable standards for research and documentation and to abide by them. If students are unsure whether something is appropriate, please discuss with an appropriate staff member beforehand.

In the event academic honesty is violated, according to the definition adopted by the faculty and whatever additional definition the instructor has published to his/her students, the instructor may do one of the following things, according to his/her assessment of the severity of the infraction and any extenuating circumstances.

1. Assign a grade of F or “0%” on the paper, project or examination but allow resubmission, resulting in a maximum combined grade of C
2. Assign a grade of F or “0%” on the paper, project or examination without the opportunity for resubmission.
3. Assign a grade of F in the course.

In all cases the instructor will forward evidence of dishonesty to the Academic Dean and will inform the Dean of the action taken.

All cases of academic dishonesty will be reviewed by the Dean of Students for possible disciplinary action. Any disciplinary action will occur in addition to the academic penalty. Disciplinary penalties may include disciplinary probation, suspension or disciplinary dismissal.

Grade Appeals Policy

The Grade Appeals Policy applies only to questions of faculty evaluation of student performance. Since evaluation involves issues of judgment, action to revise a grade in the
student's favor will not be recommended unless there is clear evidence that the original grade was based on prejudiced or capricious judgment or that it was inconsistent with official policy. For grade appeals, the steps in the following link must be fully completed: Grade appeals policy.

Student Disability Policy

Notice to students with Physical or Learning Disabilities: In order to be entitled to disability accommodations at Eastern University, students must submit a written request to the Cushing Center for Counseling and Academic Support (CCAS) and be found eligible for accommodations. In order to make an accommodation for this course, the professor must receive a written request from CCAS. Disability accommodations are not retroactive and will not be implemented until a request from CCAS is received. All accommodations must be reactivated by the student prior to the beginning of each new academic session. For further information, please go to the following site: Disability Accommodations.

Class Attendance Policy

Courses are asynchronous and online, which means you will not have a formal time to meet. Therefore, you will not be required to attend class. From time to time, we will check and see who has been active and who has not. If we email you about this, please know we're just trying to look out for you.

Copies of Course Assignments

Students are responsible for retaining a copy(ies) of all materials submitted for grading. If a paper or project is misplaced or lost in transition, the student must provide a substitute copy upon request.

Emergency and Crisis Information

In the case of an emergency event and you are on campus, we ask that all community members use their best judgment. We also recommend that each member of this community become familiar with emergency procedures. Call Eastern's Public Safety department at 610-341-1737 for emergencies on the St. Davids campus or building security or call local police at other locations.

It is expected that you keep up with your email, as instructions will come any time the university closes.

Statement of Diversity, Equity and Belonging

Eastern University is a teaching and learning community that seeks, as a priority of the Christian faith, to engage and understand the full range of diverse human perspectives and experiences. To that end, we invite people with diverse backgrounds in terms of race, ethnicity, age,
nationality, religion, culture, disability, socioeconomic status, sex, gender, and other unique identities to join and enjoy the benefits of our faith-based community.

**Statement of Mandated Reporting/Title IX**

Eastern University is committed to providing a community in which all of its members feel safe and respected. To this end, please be aware that all teaching faculty of Eastern University are mandatory reporters. Should you disclose or they observe sexual assault, sexual harassment, interpersonal violence, or stalking, or some other form of abuse, they are required to report this to Eastern University’s Title IX Coordinator. Reports of sexual misconduct or criminal behavior can be reported via this link: [www.eastern.edu/form/report-sexual-misconduct](http://www.eastern.edu/form/report-sexual-misconduct). For additional information, please contact Eastern University’s Title IX Coordinator by emailing titleix@eastern.edu.

**Course Repeat Policy & Dismissal**

Students may repeat a maximum of two classes during the program. Repeats include:

1. Required repeats of classes for which a failing grade was received during the first attempt (below a C-), or for which a grade of “W” was received during the first attempt;
2. Optional repeats of classes for which a passing grade of B-, C, C+, or C- was received, but for which the student would prefer a higher grade.

In all cases, the higher grade obtained upon repeating the class will replace the failing grade, “W” grade, or previous passing grade, in the calculation of the student’s cumulative GPA, but all grades earned will remain on the student’s transcript.

Students are allowed a total of two failing grades/”W” grades before facing academic consequences, up to and including academic dismissal from the program. This situation can arise in two distinct ways:

1. Failure of, or withdrawal from, the same class twice;
2. Failure of, or withdrawal from, two distinct classes.

In order to move forward in the program under either of the above circumstances, an “Exception to Policy” must be requested and approved by all relevant departments. To obtain information about this process, please reach out to your Academic Advisor. See the Catalog for additional information on dismissal.

**Academics**

**Program & Course Length**

The Master’s of Science in Data Science is a 30 credit program (3 credit hours per course). Students have the option to take one or two courses per term. We strongly suggest that you
take one course your first term until you get a feel of the course load. Each course is seven weeks in duration and is scheduled six times a year (Spring 1, Spring 2, Summer 1, Summer 2, Fall 1, Fall 2). See the Program of Study Schedules section for more information on the suggested order of classes.

Curriculum Overview

DTSC 520: Fundamentals of Data Science (3 credits): Introduction to foundational concepts, technologies, and theories of data and data science. This includes methods in data acquisition, cleaning, and visualization. Taught in Python using NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, and Seaborn. Includes an introduction to Python, IPython, and Jupyter Notebooks.

DTSC 550: Introduction to Statistical Modeling (3 credits): Introduction to foundational concepts, theories, and techniques of statistical analysis for data science. Students will begin with descriptive statistics and probability, and advance through multiple and logistic regression. Students will also conduct analyses in R. This course is approachable for students with little statistical background and prepares them for DTSC 650: Data Analytics in R.

DTSC 575: Principles of Python Programming (3 credits): This course will teach students the introductory skills of programming, problem solving and algorithmic thinking in Python. Topics include variables, input/output, conditional statements/logic, Boolean expressions, flow control, loops and functions. Approachable for students who have no experience with Python.

DTSC 580: Data Manipulation (3 credits): This course focuses on the loading, manipulating, processing, cleaning, aggregating, and grouping of data. Students will practice on real world data sets, learning how to manipulate data using Python and continue their study of intermediate and advanced topics from the NumPy and Pandas libraries. Students should have either taken DTSC520 or have previous Python for data analysis knowledge/experience.

DTSC 600: Information Visualization (3 credits): This course is designed to teach students the best practices in Data Visualization, the key trends in the industry, and how to become great storytellers with data. Students taking this class will learn the importance of using actionable dashboards that enable their organizations to make data-driven decisions. For this class students will be exposed to the main two software in the industry: Qlik and Tableau.

DTSC 650: Data Analytics in R (3 credits): Continuation of DTSC 550, with an emphasis on statistical techniques most used in modern data science. Will explore in greater depth linear and logistic regression, and continue additional regression and classification techniques with a focus on application. Analyses will be completed in R.

DTSC 660: Data and Database Management with SQL (3 credits): This course considers the ways data can be organized, cleaned and managed within and between disparate data sets. It also covers database design and the use of databases in data science applications with an emphasis on SQL. Additional topics include version control and Git.
DTSC 670: Foundations of Machine Learning Models (3 credits): Introduction to machine learning landscape. Will address questions such as what is machine learning? Why do we use machine learning? What is machine learning appropriate for? What is it inappropriate for? Will explore supervised and unsupervised learning, such as k-nearest neighbors, support vector machines, decision trees, and principal component analysis. Taught in Python.


DTSC 690: Data Science Capstone: Ethical and Philosophical Issues in Data Science (3 credits): Part one of the capstone in the Masters in Data Science. Students will explore contemporary ethical and philosophical issues in data science and artificial intelligence. Subjects include basic and advanced issues, ranging from social media privacy to implications of machine learning and artificial intelligence for religiousness. Can be taken jointly with DTSC 691.

DTSC 691: Data Science Capstone: Applied Data Science (3 credits): Part two of the capstone in the Masters in Data Science. Students will also complete a capstone project integrating their learning across courses. Students will complete a project proposal, including their data source, acquisition, cleaning, analysis, and presentation intentions. Can be taken jointly with DTSC 690.

Course Delivery

Courses are taught through Brightspace, Eastern’s learning management system. It is expected that you will watch the videos, complete the optional, non-credit quizzes, and proceed to any required exams and/or assignments. However, if you prefer to learn from another resource, that is okay, too - we simply want you to learn.

Because these are self-paced courses, our expectation is that you will learn using our lectures, the text, or other resources we provide. We also encourage you to look at online sources like https://stackoverflow.com/ (an indispensable resource) when you encounter a problem. The main reason to turn to these resources is that we want you to be able to find help when you need it, and not rely on a response from us 24-48 business hours after your email. Indeed, learning to find assistance quickly is an important skill to learn in and of itself!

While our courses are self-paced, it is critical that you work ahead of time. If you choose to wait until the end of the term to complete work it is your choice, but you will not be given additional time if you encounter last minute problems such as issues with technology, Brightspace, email, etc. Unforeseen circumstances warranting incompletes are discussed in the “Incompletes” academic policy section.
Program of Study Schedules

In data science, knowledge is sequential or cumulative throughout the program of study, and courses are therefore structured in clear sequences. Your individual course schedule will be based on when you matriculated into the program and whether you are a full-time or part-time student. Eastern University currently offers every course, every term.

Please refer to the Program of Study Schedule, located in the Master’s in Data Science Brightspace page, that reflects when you started the program and your status (full-time versus part-time) when registering for courses. Note that there is a specific suggested order of classes for students wanting to take two classes per term for the entire program.

If you deviated from your original Program of Study, please contact the Academic Advising Manager for information related to your modified Program of Study to ensure appropriate sequencing and timely graduation.

DTSC 691 Policies and Procedures

DTSC 691 is part two of the capstone in the Masters in Data Science program where students will complete a capstone project integrating their learning across courses. Students will complete a project proposal, including their data source, acquisition, cleaning, analysis, and presentation intentions. Can be taken jointly with DTSC 690.

Prior to the start of DTSC 691, students should spend a good amount of time considering the type of project they are interested in. While this is largely flexible, there are default project options students can consider:

- Default databases project guidelines
- Data science for education project guidelines
- Default machine learning project
- Other custom project

If you are interested in learning more about the project, please see the DTSC 691 project handbook.

If students are interested in receiving feedback about a potential DTSC 691 project prior to the course beginning, please email datascience@eastern.edu.
Course Administration

Course Registration

Note: You DO NOT need advisor approval to sign up for courses

- [Guide to Online Registration through Student Planning](#)
- [Video on How to Register for New Classes](#)

Here are some basic tips on course registration:

- You must select a course section even if only one section of a course is offered
- The order in which your courses are listed on your course planning screen is numerical and is NOT the recommended order for completion particularly if you want to take two classes per term for the entire program
- Be sure to use the arrow keys to scroll over to the correct term before trying to register
- Check to ensure that you have completed any prerequisites for your course selections (can be reviewed in the Course Catalog section)
- Confirm that your course selection has the word “Registered” next to it on your course plan. If the course has the word “Planned” you are NOT properly registered

Add / Drop Courses

- [Dropping Withdrawing and Troubleshooting](#)

Withdrawal from Program

If you are only taking a couple of terms off, then you do not need to do anything other than dropping any course(s) you are currently registered for.

Students who are taking time off from the University should complete the online Exit Interview form. Students will have to submit an Application for Readmission (short 1-page form) on the Registrar webpage when they are ready to return. Registrar forms can be found here: [https://www.eastern.edu/about/offices-centers/office-registrar/registrar-forms](https://www.eastern.edu/about/offices-centers/office-registrar/registrar-forms)

Important Dates & Academic Calendar

For important dates and information about the semester, please view the [Accelerated 7 Week Calendars](#) located on Eastern’s website.

All dates and times listed are in the Eastern time zone (ET).
Navigating Eastern’s Website

- Tutorial on Navigating EU’s Website

Learning Opportunities

Learning Expectations

Students who earn an MS in Data Science will demonstrate:

- An understanding and appreciation of the moral and scientific complexities surrounding current issues in data science
- The ability to communicate complex technical features of data analyses to both technical and non-technical audiences
- The ability to apply technical knowledge to a variety of real world problems in diverse substantive areas
- Mastery of Python, R, SQL, Tableau, and Qlik for data science

Online Learning Environment (Brightspace)

Courses are taught through Brightspace, Eastern’s learning management system. Courses can be viewed in BrightSpace on the first day of the term. You will continue to have access to your previous courses and their content after the term’s end.

Tutorials for BrightSpace can be viewed here:

- Eastern’s Brightspace guide
- Brightspace Tutorials on YouTube

Course Textbooks

Please note that some textbooks are only available in print format. We recommend that you attempt to secure textbooks early in order to account for shipping times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Number</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTSC 520</td>
<td>Fundamentals of Data Science</td>
<td>Free, online sources only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTSC 550</td>
<td>Introduction to Statistical Modeling</td>
<td>Free, online sources only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTSC 575</td>
<td>Principles of Python Programming</td>
<td>Highly suggested, but not required: Lubanovic’s <em>Introducing Python: Modern Computing in Simple Packages</em>, Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Code</td>
<td>Course Title</td>
<td>Textbook Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Storytelling with Data: A Data Visualization Guide for Business Professionals. Publisher: Wiley; 1st Edition |
| DTSC 650    | Data Analytics in R                               | Free, online sources only                                                        |
| DTSC 660    | Data and Database Management with SQL             | Silberschatz’s *Database System Concepts*, ISBN 9780078022159                     |
| DTSC 690    | Data Science Capstone: Ethical and Philosophical Issues in Data Science | Free, online sources only                                                        |
| DTSC 691    | Data Science Capstone: Applied Data Science       | Depends on your personal project; no specific text required                        |

**Assessment and Feedback**

**Assessment Summary**

Check your course syllabus for specific details about how you will be accessed. Generally, courses have exams, automatically graded coding assignments, manually graded coding assignments and/or projects.
For most courses, you will be able to retake exams. Exams will consist of a random pool of questions; therefore, each time you take the exam you should expect to see different questions. Exams are set up such that you will see a random selection of questions from each topic in a module, though, so you should be quizzed over a representative selection of questions.

Grading

Grade Scale for Individual Courses

- 93+ A
- 90 A-
- 87 B+
- 83 B
- 80 B-
- 77 C+
- 73 C
- 70 C-
- <70 F

Grading System for Program

In order to graduate, you need a cumulative 3.0 GPA or higher (see catalog). Your course syllabus outlines the letter grade that corresponds to the percentage you received in the course. Those letter grades contribute to your GPA in the following manner:

**GRADING SYSTEM**
Following are the grades and the quality points assigned to each.

**Grades** – Grade points per semester hour
- A+, A, A- ....... Excellent 4.0, 4.0, 3.7
- B+, B, B- ........... Good 3.3, 3.0, 2.7
- C+, C, C- ........... Fair 2.3, 2.0, 1.7
- F ................. No Credit/Fail 0
- I .................. Incomplete 0
- P ..................... Pass
- W .................... Withdrawn
- WF ................. Withdrawn Failing 0
Assignment Feedback

For exams, you will be able to view your quiz/exam for a total of 15 minutes. You will see which questions you missed, but it will not show you the answers. For automatically graded coding assignments, you will be able to see the difference between the expected output for the assignment compared to your output. For manually graded assignments, you will be able to view the graders comments for any parts of the assignment where the grader wants to draw your attention to something in your code.

Academic Support

Graduate Assistants

Graduate Assistants (GAs) in the Master’s in Data Science program are exemplary students who not only demonstrate strong, documented excellence in course content, but also show a commitment to assisting other students in a compassionate, patient, and respectful manner. In exchange for commitment to being a GA in one course, the GA will receive a tuition waiver for one of their courses. GAs can only GA one course at a time.

More information about applying for a GA position can be found here: GA Responsibilities and Application Instructions

Writing Center

At the Writing Center, writing assistants work with students in a personal, one-on-one environment, helping students improve writing basics such as punctuation, structure, and documenting sources. In addition, they identify areas of strength and weakness, and solve problems with written expression. The goal of the Writing Center is to help students improve their writing skills and become more proficient in reviewing and revising their own work.

Learn more on the Writing Center’s website: https://www.eastern.edu/student-life/counseling-academic-support/writing-center

Communication

You are responsible for all communication you receive to your eastern.edu email account. You will receive email updates for classes, registration, career services, etc., through your Eastern email exclusively. We also suggest that you use your Eastern email account when responding to Faculty or Staff to ensure that email does not accidentally end up in a spam folder.

Students should expect responses to all communication within 24-48 hours, excluding weekends.
The primary method of communication is through email and discussion boards. Phone or Zoom calls are possible if primary methods are unsuccessful.

- For advising inquiries, email amy.berrios@eastern.edu
- For Brightspace problems, email brightspace@eastern.edu
- For technology problems, email ds_techsupport@eastern.edu (check with your course GA first as a lot of issues are assignment specific and not actual technology problems)
- For course content questions, you may create a thread in the appropriate discussion board on Brightspace or email GAs or your instructor, as indicated in syllabi
- For general questions, email datascience@eastern.edu

Brightspace Discussion Forum & Graduate Assistants

For questions about course content, such as issues about exam content or to get a better understanding of a topic, the primary way to communicate will be with graduate assistants (GAs) and fellow students through the discussion boards. We encourage you to first consider posting to the discussion board when you have questions. Graduate assistants will do their best to respond to your questions within 24 to 48 business hours, and other students can answer questions as well.

General Program Assistance

If you have general questions about the program, please email datascience@eastern.edu. When you email, one of our employees will check the email and decide who should answer. Sometimes they will have the answer, but other times they will reach out to other employees who can help with Brightspace, stats, or coding.

Of course if there are things that are more personal, always feel free to reach out to the instructor of your course.

Career Resources

Center for Career Development

The Office of Talent and Career Development specializes in assisting Eastern University undergraduate and graduate students as they consider their plans for the future in the following ways: discovering God-given talents; choosing a major/minor; developing resumes, cover letters, and application materials; gaining experience through internships/practicums; and enhancing networking, job search, and professional skills. More information, resources, and our career event calendar are available at www.eastern.edu/careers.
To set up an appointment with a career counselor, please email careers@eastern.edu or stop by Walton 202 if you live near campus. Log in to Eastern's online exclusive internship and job board, Handshake, at eastern.joinhandshake.com.

Student Feedback

We welcome student feedback on the program in general, individual courses, and this policy handbook. If you have feedback on the program in general or this handbook, please email us at datascience@eastern.edu. If you have feedback on a specific course, we encourage you to email the course instructor directly.

It is our desire that this program continues to grow and improve. With that goal in mind, we take student feedback very seriously and thank you in advance for your time.

Resources

There are many additional course resources, datasets, and FAQs that can be viewed on the Master’s in Data Science general Brightspace page.